SUMMER STYLE!

130+ IDEAS FOR FLOWERS OUTDOOR KITCHENS SUMMER PARTIES HOT COLORS FRESH-AIR DECOR & MORE!
Texas flora and fauna adorn the hand-painted Fortuny silk wallcovering in the living room of a Houston home decorated by Celerie Kemble and Lindsey Herod. The room’s textiles, from the armchairs' Brunschwig & Fils upholstery to the Lee Jofa stripe on the pillows and curtains, play off the palette of the botanical pattern. The 1950s coffee table is Italian, and the bird side table is by Kemble for Maitland-Smith.
With bright green lacquered walls—matched to a Pantone chip by Fine Paints of Europe—and a custom Langham & Fine rug patterned like formal garden hedges, the family room takes on the freshness of an outdoor space. Back-to-back sofas in ivory Cowtan & Tout fabric create two zones within the expansive room. The custom ottoman is in a Highland Court fabric. A pair of turquoise lamps from Ist dibs were fitted with custom shades. A Hunt Slonem painting hangs over the 17th-century mantel from Chateau Domingue. OPPOSITE: A 1958 painting by Swedish artist Ann-Marie Ekholm adorns the bookcase.